# Key Findings

## Location of Facility Determined Outbreaks

"According to preliminary research presented, larger facilities located in urban areas with large populations, particularly in counties with a higher prevalence of COVID-19 cases, were more likely to have reported cases." ¹

Mor: "If you're in an environment where there are a lot of people in the community who have COVID, the patients in the building are more likely to have COVID." ²

"Outbreaks of COVID-19 in nursing homes are often a signal of the communities into which the virus is spreading." ³

"Given asymptomatic spread and inadequate testing, staff often do not know which residents are infected. With policymakers and the public initially focused on the spread of infection within hospital settings, nursing homes often lost that competition." ⁴

## Asymptomatic Spread and Lack of Testing Was a Key Factor

Grabowski: "It is spreading via asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic cases... We're not going to get a handle on COVID-19 until we get a systematic testing and surveillance system." ¹

"COVID-19’s ability to hide in plain sight will continue to crush expectations of halting its spread unless more and quicker testing at nursing homes sweeps the country, said a top U.S. researcher (Mor)." ³

"We found no meaningful relationship between nursing home quality and the probability of at least one COVID-19 case or death... Indeed, the first death reported was from a nursing home in Washington State that had a 5-star rating." ⁴

## Quality Rating of Facility Was Not a Factor in Outbreaks

"COVID-19 cases in nursing homes are related to facility location and size and not traditional quality metrics such as star rating and prior infection control citations." ²

"He (Mor) added that counter to some assertions, regression analyses show that infection rates are unrelated to quality rankings..." ³

"We found no significant differences in the probability of COVID-19 cases by profit status, with for-profit nursing homes and not-for-profit nursing homes being equally likely to have cases." ⁴

## No Significant Difference Between For or Not-For-Profits in the Chance of an Outbreak

"Characteristics that were not associated with a facility having a COVID case included... whether it was for-profit, part of a chain... These factors had no correlation with whether the facility had cases of COVID-19." ¹

N/A

"We found no significant differences in the probability of COVID-19 cases by profit status, with for-profit nursing homes and not-for-profit nursing homes being equally likely to have cases." ⁴
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